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HYDRAULICS OF CULVERTS.
A culvert is an opening through a highway or railroad em-
bankment to carry a small stream. Hydraulics of a culvert is the
study of the laws of flow of water through the culvert. There are
many "kinds of culverts in use, some of which are pipe, arch, and
hex culverts. A "box culvert, narrow with respect to height (6 in.
x 4 ft.), has been used in the experimental work of this thesis.
It was thought that this shape would allow better chance for ob-
servations with the rate of flow available, than one of more
ordinary proportions.
There is very little known about the losses of head and the
discharging capacity of culverts. The principles of the flow of
water in long pipes and conduits are quite well established but
they are not directly applicable to the flow in culverts. An in-
vestigation of the laws of discharge, in culverts should therefore
be of value.
Before going into this investigation it may be well to re-
view- the theoretical explanation of lost head. It is a well known
fact that just after water enters into a culvert there is a decided
drop in in the surface of the water and then a rise of the surface.
The drop near the entrance is caused by entrance loss, velocity
head, and friction loss. The friction loss, being so small for the
short length considered, will be included in the entrance loss. An

equation in terms of effective heads will be used as follo\ws
h = h, + — + h' .
2g
where h' is the lost entrance head and is equal to e —SL .
Therefore transposing and substituting for h
?g
h - h, =
2g 2g
or
D = * e-
2
Sg 2g
in which D is the lost head between the surface of the water before
it enters the culvert and any section under consideration; v
tf
is
taken at the entrance and e is the coefficient of entrance head;
Lds the amount of lost head in imparting velocity to the water
v being takon at the section considered. (See Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1.
Since there have been no experiments performed on the hydraulics
of culverts, it was a question as to the best method of proceelure
in getting lata for these experiments. At first the Boneyard
seemed to be the only available place where enough water could be

supplied to flow through the culvert, but the difficulty of the
measurement and the control of the flow caused this plan to be
abandoned. The proposed plan was to construct a culvert across
the stream in such a manner that different sized openings and
shapes could be studied, the wings of the culvert were to be built
up of 2" x 8" board pile sheating, held in place by 4" x 4" posts,
driven into the bed of the stream. After a close inspection of
the banks of the stream and running levels the writer decided to
build the culvert fifty feet west of the west line of the Mathews
Avenue bridge, and a design for a simple wooden culvert to use for
experimental work was made as shown in Fig. 2. The culvert was to
be about twenty feet long and open on the top, so as to obtain
readings to the water surface. By this method the water could
be backed up possibly to a four foot head and the depth regulated
by a sluice gate through which the unnecessary water could be run
out. The culverts to be installed were square, rectangular, and
round diameters of four feet. The cost for the material and con-
struction would have been rather expensive.
In the hydraulics laboratory the supply of water could be
maintained constant by means of pumps until an experiment was
finished, and then another rate of flow could be obtained. It
seemed, therefore, to be the best place to make the experiments.
The apparatus, as shown in the picture, was set up accord-
ing to the plans in Pig. 3. To obtain the quantity of
water flowing through the culvert, vertical jets (8 inches and
10 inches in diameter ) .vere used. The water fell into a catcher
and ran off into a box in which two baffle boards were set, so as
to lessen the splash and cause a more even flow into the mouth of

the culvert. The culvert was 13 l/2 ft. long and six inches wide.
It would have been better to use a culvert 8 inches or a foot
wide to obtain a steadier flow of water. In calculating the
quantity of vnter used the formula Q = ca n/ "f?gh was used.
c is a constant value which is different for the different sizes
of jets used.. For the 8 inch jet c = .65, and for the 10 inch,
c = .68. a is the area of the orifice in square feet, h is the
height of the jet of water above the face of the orifice plate in
feet, and g is the acceleration of gravity (32,2 ft. per second )
A curve as shown in Plate A was plotted in which Q for any height
of jet could be read directly for both the 8 inch and 10 inch
nozzles
.
Measurements of the surface of the water for various dis-
charges were made by using a folding ruler and- measuring from the
top of culvert to the top of water.
.
^or the first 7 feet, the
culvert tor was 4 ft. above the bottom but from 7 l/<? ft. to the
end the top of culvert was only 3' - 1 1/2" inches above the
bottom of the culvert. Elevations were taken of the surface of
the water before entering the culvert, and every half of a foot
from the entrance to the end, - a set of elevations for each dis-
charge. These measurements were first taken when the outlet was
free and when in obstruction one foot deep was placed at the end
so as to act the same as if water backed up the flow through the
culvert. This caused a more steady flow and lessened the drop of
water at the entrance considerably. The water came out of the end
as shown in ^ig. 4.
Experiments were also made with the entrance to culvert
2 ft., 1 l/° ft., and 1 ft. deep. Readings were also taken with

backwater conditions with the 2 ft. entrance.
5.
Fig. 4.
It was rather difficult to obtain readings for the 1 l/2 ft.
and 1 ft. entrances as the water came through' the opening with
such velocity that the water foamed and splattered and the exact
surface near the entrance could not be noted.
There were several errors which modified the results, and
which caused, the wide variation of the value of entrance coeffi-
cient, as shown in the tables. First, the leakage from cracks
in the catcher and culvert was quite large a.nd some water escaped
by splashing over the edge of the box as it fell from the catcher.
Second, the surface of the water was not quiet or even enough d&
obtain accurate readings of the water surface with the rule, and
the variation? in results are due to this error more than the
others. Third, the height of the jet of water coming through the
orifice could not be accurately determined, as the action of the
pumping caused a slight pulsation of the jet. The reading was
obtained by sighting across the top of the jet from one scale to

another as shown in Fi tr . 5.
However, the error in fig-
uring the discharge was
slight, and this method of
obtaining the quantity of
water flowing proved very . ~j ^-
satisfactory . Fig. 5.
In figuring out the values of the coefficients e, and e^
with respect to sections 1 and 2 respectively, the velocities were
taken as the average at those sections and figured out.
formula Q = av where Q = the discharge in cu.ft. per sec, a =
the area in square feet for the section under consideration, and
v is the velocity in feet per second at that section. Lack of
time prevented I j tot tube readings to determine actual distri-
bution of velocities in different cross sections of the culvert.
The entrance coefficients e^ and p£ seem to vary widely
for the lifferent conditions of discharge considered. As has
"been said "before, this may he due to the error in- determining
elevation of the surface of the water. The average value of e,
seems to he about one, and this value of e, is recommended for use.
olution of Typical Problems . -The solutions of several
problems which arise in the discussion of flow of water in culverts
are riven below.
PROBLEM I.
Given depth of back-wat er and rat e of discharge in a level
culve rt not flowing full , to determine depth of headwater .

We have Q = av
a in this r>roblera = bh
therefore
Q
j =
bh
= v- approximately (except in long culverts)
From Chezy's formula
3, = c]/ rs = o/~
bh x
b+2h
x
bh
b H2h
V? l 2 (b+2h)
(1)
c
z bh
Determine c from Xutter's formula using a value of n de-
pending upon conditions. The value of x determined by equation
(1) is too high because the value of v, is greater than the aver-
age velocity. If x is too large, a second solution may be made by
Q
using an average between vz and v5 . The value of v2 is — -. 1b ( h+x
)
more nearly correct value of x may be determined by this solution.
Experiments show that the drop between entrance and section
2 can be approximately expressed by
D = e
Taking e = l. n " and v#
2g 2g
Q
(2)
(h + x + D)b
V
A value. of D can be formed by trial satisfying equation (2) and
the condition for y* .
Sinoe this fivea the values of the heads used to make up
the depth of Headwater (H), the equation is
H = h + x + d. (?)
PROBLEM 8.
Backwater level with roof of culvert
, or higher , to de-
termine the depth of head-water above backwater with ; given rate
of discharge
.
£(b+d) 1
Find e from Kutter'a formula using a value of n depending
upon conditions. h' is the velocity lost head.

2<fl (b + d)h 1 =
2. 3 3
c b d
(1)
The entrance loss h. e
2g
= v
_
V Q
2b
2 d*g
(2)
and = b + he
PROBLEM 3.
Given the elevations of head water and backwater and size
of culvert to determine rate of flow , both headwater and backwater
being below top of culvert
.
This problem must be solved by trial.
To determine Q approximately substitute in Chezy's formula
to determine average velocity. Use
H - h
s =

and
2 (H + h) b
r = — = — :
b H + h a (b + H + h)
H + h
Q = av = ( b) v
g
With this value of Q solve as in Problem I and determine
difference of elevation of headwater and backwater. If this diffe
from H - h and the value of Q may be assumed and the solution
again gone through until the actual and computed values are in
agreement
.
PROBLEM 4.
Given the elevations of headwater and backwater and size of
culvert to ic t err in e rate of p 1 ow , both headwater and backwater
above top of culvert .

J—fp-
= c/ r
11
v = c} rs
1
z x h'
v = c r
Therefore,
7*1
h » =
c
2
r
^ z , 2.
1
- h = e —S— f +
2g or 2g
Take e = 1,
H - h = —- ( 1 t f 1) = £-.(8.+
2g cr 2g or
Therefore,
v
-A g(H - lQ
+ ^S1
o*r
And
-/ 2g(H - h)~Q = av = bar —
z.
c r
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